DBSCAN-Based No-Load Road Detection Algorithm
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Abstract: Taxi plays an important role in the urban passenger transport system. Good taxi service quality will help increase the happiness of urban residents. However, the issue of no-load taxis has always been one of the most concerned issues for urban managers. This paper uses the improved DBSCAN method to carry on the cluster analysis to the taxi trajectory, prompts the taxi driver to avoid the no-load area, and achieves the purpose that to raise the taxi utilization factor. The improved DBSCAN method introduces two distance metrics, segment feature distance and dynamic space-time distortion distance. The feature distances of the segment include the vertical distance, horizontal distance, and angular distance, which can effectively measure the distance between trajectory segments. The dynamic space-time distortion distance introduces spatial factors on the basis of the dynamic distortion distance, and successfully overcomes the similarity error problem caused by different trajectory lengths. At the same time, using the GPS data set of Nanjing taxi to carry out experiments, the results show that the algorithm has higher accuracy and stability than the algorithms in the literature.

1. Introduction

With the continuous increase of urban population and traffic flow, traffic problems have become a major issue in modern large cities. For example, during the rush hour in Beijing, buses and subways will be overloaded. Passengers need to wait at least 30 minutes before they can wait for rental. The car [1], but at other times, the vast majority of taxis are either empty or parked somewhere waiting for passengers. According to incomplete statistics, the idle rate of taxis in most cities is more than 50%, and some cities are even more than 80% [2]. This leads to a huge waste of transportation resources and how to effectively reduce the no-load ratio of taxis. Therefore, improving the utilization of taxis is one of the research hotspots of intelligent transportation.

Taxi no-load is a very important issue in intelligent transportation. The reduction of taxi no-load rate can effectively increase the utilization rate of taxis, increase the economic income of drivers, and reduce the waste of resources. By tapping the potential spatio-temporal characteristics of mass taxi trajectory data, taxi drivers can be prompted to avoid certain road sections in time, thereby improving the operating efficiency of taxis. Based on the spatio-temporal data collected by GPS,
this paper uses the clustering algorithm based on linear density to cluster the vehicle trajectory data to find the no-load section of the taxi in the urban road based on the characteristics of the continuity of the taxi trajectory. Using the taxi's real data set, systematic experiments and analysis were performed to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm.

2. Related Work

Taxi utilization is related to many factors such as population density, taxi strategy, and taxi driver experience. The literature [3] uses the method of classification to mine the vehicle trajectory, and establishes an abnormal vehicle trajectory model based on a smart vehicle. Literature [4] proposed a Hausdorff distance similarity measure based on line segments to detect anomalies in moving objects. The literature [5, 6, 7, 8] detects and analyzes hotspots of on-road and off-road passengers in road network space. On the one hand, it improves people's perception of urban spatial dynamics, and on the other hand, it provides guidance for the vehicle to find passengers as soon as possible. The literature [5] uses the L1-Norm SVM algorithm to extract the important feature patterns of the car hire-seeking behavior, and combines the triples of time, location, and strategy features to compare the tactics of cruising or in situ waiting. A large number of vehicle GPS data sets find efficient and inefficient passenger search strategies. This result provides an important theoretical basis for vehicle drivers to better find passengers. The paper [9] et al. used the time-sequence density clustering algorithm to propose a plot of road segmentation. Literature [10] believes that the utilization rate of taxis is closely related to time and space. Therefore, a collaborative filtering algorithm based on space-time context is proposed. This algorithm combines the idea of context filtering algorithm and improves the traditional collaborative filtering algorithm. Literature [11] based on the information bottleneck method clusters the location of empty taxis of taxis, thus guiding the vehicles to avoid idling and gathering areas, effectively improving the utilization rate of taxis.

3. Feature-based Trail Avoidance Section Model

With the development of the urban economy, the road network is becoming more and more complicated, and the characteristic trajectories on different roads are often independent of each other. If the conventional method is used for cluster analysis of the trajectory set, the data volume will be very large and affected by the feature trajectories on adjacent roads, and the clustering effect will be poor. For this reason, this paper categorizes feature trajectories and then constructs road-based data sets.

3.1 Trajectory Mapping and Classification

Trajectory mapping is to map the trajectory data to the actual road network and lay the foundation for trajectory classification. In order to improve the accuracy of the mapping, this article uses the API provided by the Baidu development platform to batch map latitude and longitude data to the actual road network. Baidu Maps provides a web map search service covering almost all cities in the country, and Baidu Maps also provides a series of related application programming interfaces through which developers can easily interact with Baidu Maps. The mapped float car data format is as follows:
Using a serial method to classify taxi data, the time complexity will be very high. Assuming that the trajectory of the entire city is classified, the time it takes cannot be tolerated. Therefore, this paper uses Hadoop to classify the feature trajectories. Hadoop’s parallel execution mechanism and built-in classification algorithm can greatly shorten the implementation time of classification algorithms. By designing reasonable (key, value) key-value pairs, you can achieve arbitrary classification. This article uses key=ID+ road name. The data after classification is as follows:

### Table 2 Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>key</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Lake Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806401925795</td>
<td>Lake Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806401925801</td>
<td>Lake Road</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Extracting Feature Trajectories and Cluster Analysis

The set of road network is $R = \{r_i, r_2, \ldots, r_k\}$, where $r_i$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, k$) indicates the i road. In this paper, 24 hours are divided into m periods, for example: $N = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_n\}$, where $n_i$ represents the i period of time. With the help of the previous trajectory classification, it is easy to obtain the inner $n_i$ trajectory $r_i$ dataset $S_i$. Connect the same feature points ID in time series to $S_i$ form a feature track. The feature trajectory has positive significance for guiding the taxi driver to plan the route. The higher the no-load rate of a certain section of road is, the less likely the taxi is to be carried to the guest on this section of the road. Therefore, it is not easy for an empty car to cruise on this section. From the point of view of passengers, the easier it is for passengers to find a taxi on this section of the road, helping passengers to make reasonable arrangements for their own trip.

Traditional trajectory clustering algorithms often use metrics such as Manhattan distance, norm, and cosine to measure trajectory similarity. These metrics do not take into account the inconsistent track segments. Obviously, the situation of inconsistent track segments is very common. If this problem cannot be solved well, the accuracy of the clustering algorithm will be greatly affected. Therefore, this paper divides the trajectory similarity measure into two parts: segment feature distance and dynamic space distortion distance. The fragment feature distance integrates three distances such as vertical distance, angle distance, and horizontal distance, and proposes a new feature distance. Based on the feature distance of the segment, the feature distance matrix between the trajectories is constructed, and then the similarity between the trajectories is measured by the dynamic twist distance. The dynamic twist distance comprehensively considers both time and space factors, and can well measure the situation of trajectory spatiotemporal misalignment. After obtaining the trajectory similarity matrix, the DBSCAN algorithm is used to cluster the trajectories.
4. System Experiments and Analysis

This section uses the real data set of Nanjing City to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm. At the same time, it compares the efficiency of the algorithm in this paper with the algorithm in [9]. The core part of the algorithm is implemented in C++. The experimental platform is an I5 processor, 8G memory, and the operating system is a win7 system.

The evaluation of clustering effect adopts two methods compared with the algorithm in the literature [9] and CDbw validity index clustering. The higher CDbw effectiveness evaluation index value indicates better clustering effect.

4.1 Cluster Effect Test

In this paper, the clustering effect tests are performed on Data1, Data2, and Data3. The algorithm directly reads the preprocessed results into memory and then performs cluster analysis. This algorithm can find clusters of arbitrary shape and identify outliers. The clustering effect is shown in the figure. Red is the outlier and the circle is the boundary point. Figure 1 shows the clustering effect of the algorithm on Data1. The parameter is set to Eps=1773.1 and MinPts=4. Figure 3 For the clustering effect on Data2, the parameters are set to Eps=882.103, MinPts=5. From the clustering results, it can be found that there are more empty vehicles in those sections. Figure 5 shows the clustering effect of the algorithm on Data3. The parameters are set to Eps = 300.268 and MinPts = 4. The implementation results show that the algorithm can identify clusters and isolated points better. In addition, the algorithm of this paper is compared with the algorithm in [9]. Figure 2, Figure 4, and Figure 6 are the clustering effects of the algorithms in Data1, Data2, and Data3 in [9]. Compared with the results, the algorithm in this paper and the algorithm in [9] can get better clustering effect under the same parameters.
5. Conclusion

In view of the low utilization rate of urban taxis, this paper proposes a cluster analysis of urban empty car trajectories using the DBSCAN method based on on-board GPS data. In this paper, the vehicle trajectory is regarded as a sequence of points with spatiotemporal characteristics. By connecting these point sequences, the vehicle feature trajectory is formed. In order to improve the clustering effect of DBSCAN on the trajectory, this paper introduces the segment feature distance and dynamic spatiotemporal distortion distance. The feature distances of the segment include the vertical distance, horizontal distance, and angular distance, which can effectively measure the distance between trajectory segments. The dynamic space-time distortion distance introduces spatial factors on the basis of the dynamic distortion distance, and successfully overcomes the similarity error problem caused by different trajectory lengths. At the same time, the experiment was performed on the real GPS data set of the taxi in Nanjing. The results show that the algorithm has higher accuracy and stability than the algorithms in the literature. The algorithm can accurately identify the city's no-load aggregation area, which helps taxi drivers to avoid these empty areas in time and increase the utilization rate of city taxis.
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